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Mn Distribution and Spin Polarization in Ga1�xMnxAs
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Using the density functional full-potential linearized augmented plane wave approach, the x-ray ab-
sorption and magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra of Ga1�xMnxAs are calculated. Significantly,
XMCD of Mn is highly sensitive to the change in environment, and thus can be utilized to characterize
impurity distribution. The nature of Mn-induced spin polarization on Ga and As sites, vital for the carrier
mediated magnetic ordering, is discussed in light of computational and experimental results.
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Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) form seam-
less hybrid structures on base semiconductors and hence
promise high thermal stability and a high spin injection
rate for spintronics applications [1,2]. Interestingly, the
magnetic state in DMS can be manipulated by varying
carrier density using light, co-doping, electric field and
lattice strain [3–5]. The exploitation of DMS, however,
is severely hindered by low Curie temperature, the lack of
understanding of the mechanism of magnetic ordering,
and difficulty in growth control. The origin of ferromag-
netism in DMS remains an issue of active debate despite
extensive theoretical and experimental explorations [6,7].
Ga1�xMnxAs, a prototype DMS [8–10], is believed to have
intrinsic magnetization with Mn impurities uniformly sub-
stituting Ga sites. However, no strong evidence is available
to directly confirm these conjectures. Even Mn distribu-
tion, a prerequisite for studies of other electric and mag-
netic properties, remains unclear. Despite the fact that
many density functional calculations have been done for
Ga1�xMnxAs [11–15], an understanding of Ga and As
magnetization away from magnetic impurities is still far
from apparent.

Soft x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), a
powerful tool to explore magnetic and electronic properties
with element selectivity, permits direct detection of Ga and
As magnetization and is very important for studies of DMS
as reported recently [16,17]. An unambiguous explanation
for these results, nevertheless, usually relies on theo-
retical calculations using modern density functional ap-
proaches. Theoretical results reported in this Letter dem-
onstrate that, for the first time, XMCD spectra can also be
useful to identify Mn distribution in Ga1�xMnxAs since
the spectroscopic features are highly sensitive to the
change in atomic arrangements. The MnGa �MnI dimers
are found to be the major defects in unannealed
Ga1�xMnxAs samples. Furthermore, the dimer induced
gap states are strongly localized around the interstitial
MnI atoms, and hence they do not compensate the holes
induced by the substitutional MnGa monomers. This work
lays a basis for the utilization of XMCD in studies of
impurity distribution, along with electronic and magnetic
properties, in Ga1�xMnxAs and related systems.
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The all-electron full-potential linearized augmented
plane wave (FLAPW) method was employed [18] in the
present calculations. No shape approximation was as-
sumed in charge, potential, and wave function expansions.
The core states were treated fully relativistically while the
spin-orbit interaction among valence states was invoked
second variationally in the charge self-consistency loop
[19]. The generalized gradient approximation in the for-
mula of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [20]) was adopted to
describe the exchange-correlation interaction. Energy cut-
offs of 225 and 12 Ry were chosen for the charge-potential
and basis expansions in the interstitial region. In the
muffin-tin region, spherical harmonics with a maximum
angular momentum quantum number of lmax � 8 were
used. We optimized the lattice constant and atomic posi-
tions through total energy minimization guided by the
calculated atomic forces.

We first investigated uniform doping cases with a
Ga15Mn1As16 unit cell (x � 0:0625) shown in Fig. 1. The
optimized lattice constant is 10.68 a.u., very close to the
experimental data for this concentration, 10.7 a.u. The
calculated x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and
XMCD spectra of the L3 edge are presented in Fig. 2 for
Mn, As, and Ga atoms accompanied by the corresponding
experimental data for unannealed Ga1�xMnxAs samples
with x � 0:07. Uniform substitution of Mn on the Ga sites,
denoted as MnGa below, results in a double-peak profile in
both XAS and XMCD spectra (thin solid lines), substan-
tially different from the single peak profile of the experi-
mental curves. Results with core-hole relaxation invoked
in the self-consistent loop (thin dashed lines in Fig. 2(a)]
indicate that the final state effects are not responsible for
this discrepancy. Nonetheless, the total energy difference
between the excited and ground states, 636.3 eV, is in an
accurate agreement with the threshold position of experi-
mental XAS/XMCD curves. The initial state calculations
appear to be sufficient to determine the spectroscopic
profiles of XMCD and XAS of Ga1�xMnxAs and likely
other DMS. Nonetheless, one needs to shift the spectra
obtained from initial state calculations by 15.5 eV for Mn,
23.2 eV for Ga, and 36.2 eV for As to the high-energy side
to compensate the final state effects in Ga1�xMnxAs.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The calculated XAS and XMCD spectra
for Mn, As, and Ga for various doping cases as indicated by the
legend, accompanied by the corresponding experimental data
(symbols) which are rescaled in amplitude (with the same factor
for XAS and XMCD). Meanwhile, theoretical spectra from
initial state calculations are shifted by 15.5 eV for Mn,
23.2 eV for Ga, and 36.2 eV for As to consider the final state
effects.
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FIG. 1. Schematic unit cell used in the present calculations and
notations of atoms for discussions in the text. Dashed circle
indicates the position of MnI in MnGa �MnI dimer.
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In order to reveal the origin of discrepancy in spectro-
scopic profiles, we explored many different possibilities
such as antisite defects, interstitial Mn, as well as various
Mn dimers. Intriguingly, the spectroscopic features of Mn-
XMCD are very sensitive to the change in environment
around Mn, shown by the drastic differences in XAS and
XMCD curves in Fig. 2(a). This promises a potential to use
XMCD for unambiguous determination of impurity distri-
bution in DMS through strong interplay between experi-
ment and theory. For example, results for isolated
interstitial Mn, thin dotted lines in Fig. 2(a), differ drasti-
cally from the experimental data. One can comfortably rule
out the existence of this configuration in real samples. As-
antisite defects, most likely to form on the Ga1 and Ga4
sites [21] from the point of view of total energy, are found
to reduce the energy separation between two peaks in the
XMCD curves (not shown here). Dimers of MnGa-MnAs,
with two Mn atoms substituting adjacent Ga and As sites,
provide a single peak XMCD profile by mixing with MnGa
results, but it is difficult to match the peak positions for
XAS and XMCD simultaneously with the experimental
curves. In contrast, results for MnGa-MnI dimers, shown
as dot-dashed lines in Fig. 2(a), closely resemble the
experimental data. Here, the satellite MnI is placed at the
center of the Ga tetrahedron, shown as the dashed circle in
Fig. 1. The best fit to experimental Mn-XMCD curves can
be achieved by mixing 50–50 of results calculated for
MnGa monomers and MnGa-MnI dimers, displayed as the
bold line in Fig. 2(a). Even the minutiae of experimental
curves are satisfactorily reproduced. Furthermore, FLAPW
calculations also satisfactorily reproduce the features of
experimental XAS and XMCD spectra of As and Ga atoms
20720
with 50–50 mixing, as displayed in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)
(bold lines versus symbols). Through present calculations,
this is the only configuration that gives satisfactory spec-
troscopic results for all three elements. One can thus
perceive that in the as-grown Ga1�xMnxAs samples the
major defects are MnGa �MnI dimers. This picture is also
in good accordance with experimental results of low hole
concentration and channeling Rutherford backscattering
measurements [22], but the evidence here is much
straighter.

From Table I, the magnetic moment in the unit cell is
also sensitive to the change in local environment. As
1-2



TABLE I. The calculated magnetic moments, M (in �B=cell), for different configurations.

System MnGa MnI MnGa � AsGa MnGa �MnI MnGa �MnAs

M (�B) 4.0 3.1 4.5– 4.8 0.8 1.3
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FIG. 3 (color online). The density of states for Mn, As, and Ga
in uniform [in panels (a), (b), and (c)] and dimer [in panel (d)]
doping cases. Positive and negative sides are for the spin-up and
spin-down parts, respectively. The amplitude for Mn d states in
panels (a) and (d) are rescaled by a factor of 1=20. Arrows point
out either atoms that the DOS curves belong to or important
states for XMCD.
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reported before, the magnetic moment of Mn is 4:0�B for
the uniform doping case (Mn�2). The magnetic moments
are noninteger in other cases, 3:1�B in the interstitial site,
and �4:5–4:8��B when As-antisite defects are involved
without considering disordered alignments [10]. Mn
dimers are antiferromagnetic in GaAs, and their magnetic
moments are small due to mutual cancellation. For ex-
ample, one MnGa �MnI dimer contributes only 0:8�B,
while one MnGa �MnAs dimer gives 1:3�B. The presence
of MnGa �MnI dimers is expected to drastically reduce the
effective magnetic moment, as observed in most experi-
ments [�2:2–2:4��B].

Results resolved into different atoms indicate that As1
provides the leading contribution to the As XMCD spec-
trum. In contrast, the positive onset for Ga involves almost
all Ga atoms. Even Ga6 (15 a.u. away from Mn) gives a
contribution comparable to Ga1 (7.5 a.u. away from Mn),
indicating the long-range nature of Mn-induced magneti-
zation in the Ga sublattice. The l-project density of states
(DOS) curves plotted in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) are for the uniform
doping case with the Ga15Mn1As16 unit cell. For Mn, the
two pronounced minority spin peaks in the unoccupied
region are responsible for the double-peak structure of
the XAS/XMCD spectra in Fig. 2. These two states also
have significant p components, and extend far into the As
and the Ga regions. Subsequently, they result in the promi-
nent d�As1� and s�Ga1� peaks around 1 eV in Figs. 3(b) and
3(c). These Mn-induced gap states, 100% spin polarized,
produce the onsets of the XMCD spectra of As and Ga.

From Fig. 3(a), it is obvious that the carriers in the
uniform Ga1�xMnxAs are p-like majority spin holes. In
the As sublattice, the amplitude of DOS at Ef is large but
decays rapidly away from Mn as indicated by the differ-
ence between the bold and thin lines for As1 and As4. In
contrast, the value of DOS at Ef for Ga6 is even slightly
larger than that for Ga1. These p-like states, perhaps the
most important ones to mediate long-range magnetic or-
dering in Ga1�xMnxAs, can be detected only through
K-edge XMCD according to the selection rules. The am-
plitudes of K-edge XMCD in Fig. 4 for the Ga15Mn1As16
unit cell appear to be extremely weak (0.2% of XAS for Ga
and 1%–2% for As and Mn) but are still meaningful within
3 eV from the onset. Again, the K-edge XMCD signal of
Ga6 is stronger than that of Ga1. Apparently, the p-like
hole states carry spin polarization away from magnetic
dopants through As in short range but more likely through
Ga in long range.

Finally, Fig. 3(d) indicates that the carriers around
MnGa �MnI dimers are electrons but they are confined
around MnI. The presence of MnI shifts the d bands of
20720
MnGa downward by 1 eV. No significant s- or p-like Mn
state can be found around the Fermi level. Actually, the
values of DOS at Ef are almost zero for remote As and Ga
atoms such as As4 and Ga6. This suggests the strong
localization feature of gap states induced by MnGa �MnI
dimers, which should neither mediate exchange interaction
1-3
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FIG. 4. The calculated initial state K-edge MCD spectra for
Mn, As, and Ga atoms in the uniform doping case. No energy
shift or amplitude rescaling was applied.
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nor compensate the hole states induced by the MnGa mono-
mers. The effective carrier density in Ga1�xMnxAs is thus
close to the concentration of MnGa monomers alone, in-
stead of the difference between concentrations of MnGa
monomers and MnGa �MnI dimers as perceived from a
simple argument based on the double donor (MnI) versus
single acceptor (MnGa) picture.

In conclusion, we explored the magnetic properties of
Ga1�xMnxAs (x � 0:0625) in different configurations. It
was found that the spectroscopic profile of L-edge XAS
and XMCD is highly sensitive to the change in Mn ar-
rangement which, furthermore, is used to identify that
MnGa-MnI dimers are the major defects in unannealed
samples. With close interplay between theory and experi-
ment, XMCD can be exploited as a powerful tool to
characterize impurity arrangements in DMS, currently still
a difficult task for other techniques.
20720
The author is indebted to Professor J. Shi at the
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